Introduction
Patient safety and medical errors are a critical area of concern within healthcare [1] . Lack of knowledge and skill with clinical procedures, as well as decision-making can be significant factors with many of the errors that are reported [2] .
Many healthcare tasks can be simulated using computer/web technology to provide trainees with a method to improve knowledge and skills [3] . Computerbased simulation still requires further research to demonstrate how it can provide a fully comparable training experience compared to other modalities, such as mannequin-based simulation, standardized patients etc.
Monitoring is a core competency in nursing involving surveillance of the patient and their physiological signals [4] . This is imperative for the early detection of patient deterioration [5] . There is a need for more consistent practice in patient surveillance [6] and effective assessment of patient vital signs [7] .
Research into the understanding of visual attention during healthcare tasks has increased [8] - [10] . The mindeye hypothesis states that measurements of visual attention may indicate underlying cognitive activity [11] .
The objective of this study was to assess the role of eye tracking metrics (ETMs) and other psychophysiological measurements as independent assessors for a trainee performing interpretation of patient vital signs [12] . This work contributes to the viability of automated simulation based assessment in nursing.
Methods
Eleven coronary care nurses were recruited during a one-day ECG seminar at Altnagelvin Hospital. They were asked to verbally interpret five different monitoring scenarios while being eye-tracked and wearing a heart rate (photo-plethysmography) monitor. Visual attention during the task was captured using the Tobii X60 eye tracker (tobiipro.com) at a recording frequency of 30Hz and heart rate by wearing an Empatica E4 wristband (empatica.com). After performing the five interpretations, we asked each participant to complete a NASA-TLX (humansystems.arc.nasa.gov) survey, consisting of seven scaled questions related to task performance (e.g. mental demand, frustration etc.) to allow us to analyse their cognitive workload during the task.
2.1.

Patient scenarios
The vital signs scenarios were designed/validated by nursing experts (following work aimed at capturing these monitoring scenarios into digital format [13] ) and then simulated using Laerdal's SimMan simulation software (laerdal.com). One minute of each set screen were recorded to use in the task. The patient vignettes settings were as follows: (1) medical ward, (2) cardiology ward, (3) surgical ward, (4) respiratory ward, (5) emergency department. Each scenario contained ten available marks for the interpretation.
Once the participant was ready, the next screen contained the patient's vital signs, for them to verbally interpret: Electrocardiogram and Heart Rate, Arterial Blood Pressure, Central Venous Pressure, Oxygen saturation, Respiratory Rate and Temperature. All provide areas of interest (AOI) for eye tracking metrics (ETM) used in the analysis, see Figure 1 . 
Data analysis
The AOIs that ETMs would perform measurement on were coded as such: Electrocardiogram = ECG, Heart Rate = HR, Arterial Blood Pressure We also wished to analyse visual attention spent on non AOI areas of the screen -as we saw this as potentially indicative of uncertainty. This is coded as NON-AOI and ETMs measure it the same way as the AOIs.
The ETMs provided by the Tobii eye tracking software (tobiipro.com) are shown in Table 1 . Manual operator quality control procedures were applied for eye tracking recordings and those that fell below 50% recording quality (e.g. participant looking away from the screen too much) were excluded from analysis. The analysis was performed using R programming in RStudio (rstudio.com) with core R functionality used for regression model building and with dplyr/tidyr, Hmisc and DAAG libraries used for data tidying, correlation testing and cross validating regression models respectively.
Our primary analysis here is to present moderate to strong correlating ETMs to performance score, both across all scenarios but also individual scenarios interpreted by participants. With significant correlations found we attempted simple linear or multiple linear regression to predict the score. Cross validation was performed on some of these models with mean squared error (MSE) given: due to limited sample size, only results presented are with regression models that produced R 2 or Multiple R 2 0.80. We also present correlations amongst NASA-TLX and heart rate monitoring for task cognitive loading.
Results
The nurses recruited had an age range 25-43 years, with a mean age of 32 years; experience range 5-17 years with a mean of 9 years. Table 2 provides performance and confidence scores across all scenarios by all participants. 
ETMs and performance score
Due to data quality filtering (see 2.2.), two of eleven participants were removed, resulting in the removal of ten interpretations. This leaves 45 total observations to analyse. Significant correlations for ETMs and performance score across all scenarios are presented in Table 3 . The most significant model (p=0.01) used three of the five available predictors, with Multiple R 2 = 0.34. Three-fold cross validation produced MSE = 1.35. Figure  2 shows the cross validation prediction values against dataset performance scores. Table 4 , including details of predictive model attempts. 
NASA-TLX and heart rate
Fourteen significant correlating variables were found amongst NASA-TLX (both total score overall and individual questions responses), heart rate (bps), their mean confidence rating (1-10) and other demographic information. Neither NASA-TLX or heart rate values correlate strongly with performance score, see Table 5 . 
Discussion and conclusions
This study provides significant correlating ETMs to task performance. TTFF for both (1) TEMP and (2) RESP are the most significant with score across all scenarios. Notably both are situated at the bottom of the screensuggesting better performers digest information from AOIs above for longer than poorer performers. Notably CVP [W] /[N] are strong negative correlators to score in scenarios four and five. In both scenarios CVP is normal with no significant relation to recommendations that would achieve higher scores. Eye-tracking appears to see a link between those who ignore this AOI and better performance. NASA-TLX and heart rate also provide some significant correlations with each other. Notably that both mental demand and effort have a negative but strong correlation with participant initial heart rate.
The results provide indicators for further research into ETMs and performance in simulated training for vital sign interpretation. A larger dataset could provide significantly more insight to the cognitive process of this task and lead to validated metrics for assessment of trainee nurses. Confirmation of discriminating metrics could lead to automatic classification between performance level -either low/high performance or at least uncertain/confident interpretations. The former providing a method to efficiently quantify training level of trainee, the latter to assess uncertainty of nurses at the bedside.
